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ChapterChapter 1. The Question of Literature

FictionFiction and "the Works That Make the Limits of Our Language
Tremble'' Tremble''

Couldd literature as understood by Derrida accommodate (account for, comprehend) a
literaryy event like that of Beckett's work? To ask such a question is to approach
literaturee in a certain way - as a space ready to welcome works-events. Admittedly,
thiss might be deemed inconsistent with Derrida's vision of literature that rather than
aimingg at any systematic account of literature, insists on its otherness, lack of
essencee and indefiniteness. Indeed in a recent text, Demeure, Derrida says: "the
namee and the thing called "literature" remain for me, to this day, endless enigmas...
nothingg to this day remains as new and as incomprehensible to me, at once very
nearr and very alien, as the thing called literature."77 However, even those cautious
wordss inevitably betray a certain conception of literature. For example, a certain
visionn of literature can be ascribed to Derrida's choice of the semantically rich word
"enigmatic":: through the name of a famous WWII encoding machine, containing
moreoverr a "fable" {ainos) in its etymological root {Derrida says it himself: "ainigma,
inn Greek, is often a relation, a story, the obscure words of a fable,"78 the "obscurity"
pointingg in the direction of the encoding machine or, at another place: "as the word
enigmaenigma indicates, the recti'79), this suggests a vision of literature as an encoding - or
aa confabulating machine. At first sight, this representation seems to be coextensive
withh the vision of literature we can discover in Beckett's texts: a "fable of one fabling
withh you in the dark."80 But is it?
Inn order to be able to answer this question we need to analyze in depth
Derrida'ss notion of "literature." Much of what concerns the latter is formulated in the
negative,, which already indicates that nothing can be taken for granted in this
perceptionn of literature. It is concerned neither with beautiful words, nor with formal
conventions:: genre or any other formal criterion cannot sustain it. Such negative
delimitationn of the field of literature in Derrida has already received critical attention. It
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hass been demonstrated that Derrida's "literature" must be distinguished both from the
commonn understanding of the noun (belles-lettres, poetry, etc.) and from the
Heideggeriann Dichtung; moreover, that Derrida's project is quite distinct from that of
literaryy criticism; finally, that it is not an issue standing on its own but rather a part of
aa larger debate with phenomenology (and in particular with Husserl).81 Although this
approachh in the negative makes us alert to the fact that nothing in this perception of
literaturee can simply be assumed, it is perhaps not impossible to address the issue in
positivee terms. After all even Derrida does not limit himself to the rhetoric of negative
theologyy with respect to literature - Derrida's discourse on literature therein differing
significantlyy from his discourse on "God." My claim is that, pace Derrida's insistence
onn the non-essentiality and indefiniteness of literature, it is still possible to construct
ann underlying notion of literature that accompanies all his discussions of literature as
aa silent assumption. Literature is an institution and as such a construct, an artifact. Its
precariouss institutional limits are threatened at every moment - but this does not
meann that they cannot be named, albeit provisionally, with a name that is as if always
pastt its validity-date, the act of naming at the same time premature and belated.
Speakingg most generally, literature is a relatively recent, Western institution founded
onn a principle of "being able to say everything/anything" ("le concept de littérature est
construitt sur Ie principe du 'lout dire."82) Next to this provision, in principle, of
freedomm to say everything (a provision that links it to modern democracy), literature
ass understood by Derrida is written rather than oral, and it involves signatures and
authoriall property. For the rest, it has no essence, no binding rules: the institution of
literaturee is instituted every time afresh, every time it welcomes a new literary event
(thee welcoming of a given event as "literature" being simultaneously the constitutive,
reaffirmingg event of the institution).
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Derridaa called literature a "fictive institution" and an "institution of fiction,"
whichh might lead one to believe that it is mere fictitiousness that makes something
literature.. This is not the case: literature is not necessarily about "telling stories." In
fact,, in an interview in Acts of Literature, Derrida confessed that it is not interest in
"fiction,"" "stories" and even "novels," that is central to his involvement with literature:
"II have probably never deep down drawn great enjoyment from fiction, from reading
novels,"" 'telling or inventing stories does not interest me particularly,"83 he states. In
anotherr text, while referring to the features of literature such as "the inscription of a
properr name," "a certain autobiography," and "a certain fictional projection," Derrida
stresses:: "not that all fiction and all inscriptions of proper names have had a literary
dimensionn or a relation to the work of art as such."84 And finally in "Before the Law":

itt is not as narrative that we define Before the Law as a literary
phenomenon,, nor is it as fictional, allegorical, mythical, symbolic,
parabolicc narrative, and so on. There are fictions, allegories, myths,
symbols,, or parables that are not specifically literary.85

Nott mere fiction but the principles associated with it in the modern institution of
literaturee are Derrida's concern: writing, freedom from censorship and signature.
Whereass it is true that those principles can help us eliminate some of fiction (oral,
anonymouss fiction), we are still left with a very general, indiscriminate definition: even
romancess sold in supermarkets correspond to these criteria.
Opposedd to this broad definition of literature as practically whatever is
accompaniedd by the above-mentioned set of socio-juridico-political principles is the
muchh narrower definition of a smaller group of literary texts in which Derrida is
interested,, consisting of authors such as Artaud, Mallarmé, Genet, Ponge, Blanchot,
Kafka,, and Celan. Here "being able to say everything" remains the binding rule but
meanss something other than a socio-juridico-political principle guaranteeing the
authorr freedom from censorship. This choice to approach literature as a group of
textss resembles closely Beckett's observation that "painting as such does not exist,

Derrida,, "This Strange Institution Called Literature," 39-40.
Derrida,, "Mes chances," Confrontation 19 (1988): 27.
Derrida,, "Before the Law," 186/103.
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alll there is are paintings.

A certain consistency in his choices shows also that

Derridaa is only interested in the broad definition of literature when the stakes are not
strictlyy literary (for example when addressing political issues, or the issues linked to
Speechh Act Theory). When speaking about literature specifically, Derrida selects his
textss according to a much narrower definition: this definition referring to "textsevents,"" i.e., the "texts which in their various ways were no longer simply, or no
longerr only, literary."87 The idea of "being able to say everything" is a very flexible
onee -- it seems itself to be able to say, or convey, everything: it addresses the
politicall freedom of literature, its fictitiousness and also, where necessary, what
Derridaa takes to be the real source of literature's power -- its ability to "totalize."88
Thiss is where Derrida locates "the force of their [i.e., the works'] event":

Too say everything is no doubt to gather, by translating, all figures into
onee another, to totalize by formalizing, but to say everything is also to
breakk

out

of

[franchir]

prohibitions.

To

affranchise oneself

[s'affranchir][s'affranchir]—in—in every field where law can lay down the law.89

Thee force of literature depends on this ability to totalize. The desire to totalize
certainlyy does seem odd in an author who is known for having criticized the totalizing
impulsee of speculative thought. And this expression is not a hapax in the above
quotedd interview, and not accidental at all: "I can analyze it, deconstruct it, criticize it,
butt it is an experience I love, that I know and recognize,"90 says Derrida about his
desiree to "hyper-totalize." Derrida has not forgotten the affiliations of this term, he is
fullyy aware that the "motif of totality circulates here in a singular way between
literaturee and philosophy" [his emphasis].91
866
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Thiss totalizing singular is the first element of Derrida's narrower definition of
literature,, that literature that is not merely fiction but a set of texts-events that "make
ourr language tremble." Derrida formulates his definition of those texts twice:

[T]hee force of their event depends on the fact that a thinking about their
ownn possibility (both general and singular) is put to work in them in a
singularsingular work.

[I]nn them are brought together the two youthful worries or desires I was
talkingg about a moment ago: to write so as to put into play or to keep
thee singularity or the date (what does not return, what is not repeated,
promisedd experience of memory as promise, experience of ruin or
ashes);; and at the same time, through the same gesture, to question,
analyze,, transform this strange contradiction, this institutionless
institution.92 2

GatheringGathering and Law: the Economico-Juridical

Character

of the

LiteraryLiterary Work
Ass Derrida says, at stake is always a singular work that contains two gestures: the
archivingarchiving ('to write so as to put into play or to keep the singularity of the date") and
critiquecritique ("to question, analyze, transform") of the literary institution. The same is at
issuee in the first of the above quotations where the two gestures are addressed as "a
thinkingg about their [i.e. the works'] own possibility (both general [i.e., critique] and
singularr [i.e., archiving]"). In other words, characteristic of a singular work-event is
thatt it gathers both singular events (that to a degree account for its singular
possibility)) and a universal reflection upon its own possibility. The power of a singular
workk is thus perceived as economico-juridical in character. Its economic power
allowss it to condense history, language, the encyclopedia; the juridical power permits
aa reflection on and critique and transformation of the law.
Derrida,, This Strange Institution Called Literature," 41 -42.
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Accordingg to Derrida, it is a property of every singular work (that is also always
iterable93)) that it gathers and condenses - think for example of the condensation in
thee "sponge" in Derrida's reading of the name "Ponge," or about Derrida's reading of
Joyce'ss Ulysses as "the hypermnesic machine capable of storing in an immense epic
workk Western memory and virtually all the languages in the world including traces of
thee future."94 (This gathering function of literature is also exploited by Chantal Zabus
inn her book Le secret: motif et moteur de la littérature, with a preface by Derrida,
whenn she interprets a book as a receptacle, a "secrétaire," a piece of furniture called
aa secretary.)95 The event archived in a literary work has two faces: it is defined as
"whatt does not return, what is not repeated," i.e. as "nothing" (for otherwise it would
falll prey to the principle of iterability, and precisely, be repeated), but, significantly,
alsoo as an excess of iterability, being repeated in everything else. It is this excess of
iterabilityy that allows the work "to gather, by translating, all figures into one another,
too totalize by formalizing." The two issues that Derrida isolates in a work-event:
archiving,, recording (collecting dates and instances) and critique, transformation,
reflectionn (on the general in the singular) can be also approached as two desires: to
preservee the singular in its singular purity and to address the generality of that
preservingg gesture. It is my contention that all Derrida's work on literature addresses
thosee "two youthful worries or desires," the latter being the prism through which the
works-eventss are read. Derrida's claim, in "Before the Law," that the law "is to be
deciphered"966 testifies that the two hang together closely. As Derrida writes in a text
onn literature, a text in which he reflects on the law that makes something literature,
onn the law that is "where literature begins"97: "The law is not to be seen or touched
Thee principle of iterability functions also for the singularity of the oeuvre: "Without the mark there is certainly no
oeuvre.. Each oeuvre, being absolutely singular in some respect, must have and admit the proper name. This is
thee condition of its iterability as such."
944
"Yes, everything has already happened to us with Ulysses and has been signed in advance by Joyce."
Whateverr we might invent on Joyce "finds itself already programmophoned in the Joycean corpus." Derrida,
"Ulyssess Gramophone: Hear Say Yes in Joyce," 281 -283. Joyce, the "gathering" author par excellence is not for
nothingg the only literary author to whose work Derrida goes to considerable pains to demonstrate a constant
affiliationn (see "Deux mots pour Joyce," the opening essay in Derrida, Ulysse gramophone), and even admits to a
feelingg of a sort of envious "ressentiment" towards Joyce's hypermnesic mastery.
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enough:: Beckett's texts are not without figurative meaning altogether, but they are also not only that. This
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andd at the same time so captivating. But Derrida also problematizes the opposition between figurative and literal.
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butt it is to be deciphered." Were Beckett's work to frustrate this desire to decipher, it
wouldd be a reason, a structural reason, for Derrida to keep his silence with respect to
thatt work.

Gathering,Gathering, Sponging, Archiving
Lett us first focus on the economic aspect of literature. If Derrida was looking for a
gesturee of archiving or recording in Beckett's work, it would not be difficult to find:
besidess Krapp's well-known taped archives, there are all kinds of devices in Beckett
withh which one might gather economically time and space: sacks, tins and other
memory-containers,, including "the skull." But do these archives function in the same
wayy as the Derridean ones? Beckett's archives are rarely like the Derridean "seals"
thatt "hide, so as to keep a reservoir of meaning." The young Beckett did have an
admirationn for that kind of verbal economy, as can be seen in his encomium of the
"savagee economy of hieroglyphics"98 found in Joyce. Krapp (Flaubert's statement
"Mmee Bovary c'est moi" is, mutatis mutandis, applicable to Beckett and the character
off Krapp that is his product) echoes this phase in Beckett's work when he needs a
dictionaryy to decipher the forgotten meaning of the word "viduity" that appears in his
archivee and relishes the semantic riches contained in the encyclopedic entry. Krapp's
forgetfulness,, however, indicates the beginning of the malfunctioning of the verbal
archivess in Beckett: the forgetfulness of words becomes a powerful motif in Beckett's
workk indicating that Beckett distanced himself from Joyce whom he later explicitly
criticizedd for "believing in words." This is not to say that verbal archives disappear
fromm Beckett altogether: they are just empty ("What/ What is the word," begins the
lastt poem Beckett ever wrote).
Beckett'ss characters literally relish the archives: some of his characters, Krapp
forr instance, are addicted to them because they offer the possibility to relive things, to
"bee again."99 Once is never enough. Their desire, to exhaust and ruin the archives by
repeatedd intoxication (described as something of the order of the carnal, animal) is to
"devour"" what there is to relive, preserved in the archives in "irreproachable
foundd in Signéponge: Derrida speaks there of "transforming the singular demand into law by means of the
placementt in the abyss." Acts of Literature, 361.
Samuell Beckett, "Dante...Bruno. Vico...Joyce," transition 16-17, (1929).
999
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freshness,, laurel felicity,"100 or to the contrary, dead and rotten, until all is gone and
theree remains nothing to do but "lick chops and basta."101

Grantt only enough remain to devour all. Moment by glutton moment.
Skyy earth the whole kit and boodle. Not another crumb of carrion left.
Lickk chops and basta. No. One moment more. One last. Grace to
breathee that void. Know happiness.

Hence,, the ultimate goal in Beckett, is not to hyper-totalize, to archive as much
ass possible - and more - but rather to exhaust the archives, in order to be able to
"breathee that void." The economy of the archives is always frustrated in Beckett. No
sponge-qualityy here, none of the powerful economic gathering of a sponge "inflated
orr emptied (expressed)"102 that Derrida exploits so well - instead there are "some
reflectionss [...] on the fragility of euphoria [...] of [...] sponges..."103 Archives and
recordingg have an ambiguous status in Beckett. On the one hand is the powerarchivingg of Hamm, Moran and young Krapp. Here the archives in Beckett never
havee the positive value that they have in Derrida. In fact Beckett is an unappeasable
judgee of the desire to archive: in What Where the words of a voice that announce the
replayingg of a tape - "I switch on" ~ echo the words of an executioner switching on
thee electric current. On the other hand there are weak, minimal memories: those few
momentss of value that Krapp cherishes: the memory of the thigh of a woman he
lovedd frescoed by scratches from gooseberries, those "frescoes on the skull"
diminishingg slowly to the size of three "pins" in Worstward Ho.
Somee issues in Derrida's unrelenting pursuit of what in various guises can
functionn as a reservoir of meaning communicate rather awkwardly with Beckett's
work.. Is an idiom a semantic treasure-box, as Derrida seems to suggest, or is it
merely,, as it is for Beckett, a demonstration of power, an unnecessary tour de force,
thee "euphoria of a sponge"? In Monolingualism of the Other, Derrida states that the
reasonn why one writes is "the dream that something happens to language."104 The
1000
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eventt happening to language is the production of an idiom that resists translatability,
ann incision, a mark on language. The particular attention that is given to language in
literaturee in the act of carving of a personal idiom inside it is - again, not an essential
andd absolute property of literature - but an element that has until now played a role
inn its institution and one with which Derrida chooses to go along.105 The persona!
idiomm (or shibboleth) that leaves a mark on language and through it and that leaves a
markk on us who read it - this last element being what Derrida describes as the
circumcisionn of a word or the resurrection of language - has for a long time now been
associatedd by us with literary writing. Derrida represents this idiom as a tattoo, an
inscriptionn on language constituting a secret reservoir of meaning.106 Whereas
obviouslyy Derrida is not unaware of the aspect of mastery (Deleuze says that a tattoo
iss a mark of territoriality107) involved in tattooing, he emphasizes the semantic
enrichmentt that comes with it. In Beckett, the production of scars that constitutes a
tattooo emphasizes primarily a relation of power, even though it is connected to
languagee in a way very similar to Derrida's : it is meant to make one's victim speak
(andd in this it is no different from the thumps Molloy applies to his mother's head to
makee her react, or from BAM's saying "you will be given the works until you
confess"108).. Its status of semantic enrichment is therewith rendered problematic
(whereass we tend to laugh at Molloy's treatment of his mother, it is different with the
inscriptionn "do you love me cunt" that the character of How It Is carves, with the help
off a can-opener, on the body of his victim).
Forr Beckett gathering, even in the form proposed by Derrida, remains a figure
off power and he deliberately renounces this form of writing - i.e. the form of writing
thatt would have an "economic power."109 This is perhaps the reason that "it would not
bee possible [...] to extract a few "significant" [and that means semantically rich,
"powerful,"" A.S.] lines from a Beckett text," and that Derrida goes on to call them

1055
Again, it has to be kept in mind that in a recent interview Derrida suggests that a "distinctive criterion]" of
literaturee can be found in its "relation with natural language." Derrida, A Taste for the Secret, 11.
1066
This text, in discussing idiom is a product of bilingualism touches the relevant for Beckett's work issue of
bilingualism.. Derrida explores here the "juncture between the universal structure and its idiomatic
witness"(Derrida,, Monolingualism of the Other or the Prostesis of the Origin, 59, translation modified. Le
monolinguismemonolinguisme de i'autre, 116). The universal language is not the language of concepts but rather "la traductio
absolue"" (117), a transparency of meaning between languages (between mother tongue and foreign language for
example),, without ultimate source. The idiomatic language of the witness, the private idiom of a writer situates
itselff in the division between languages.
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"decomposed."" If there is a discernible element of critique in Beckett texts it is
directedd precisely against this economic power that Beckett so admired in Joyce in
hiss youth. Beckett's literature is not merely about tramps, it is also the tramp (the
nomad,, Deleuze would say) of literature, accusing all approaches to literature, even
thee most delicate, the most balanced approach, driven by the best of intentions.
Considerr the example of Molloy, who expresses this protest by throwing away the
sociall worker's gift.110 The fact is, nobody can handle Molloy and the kind of literature
hee represents.
Iss it fair to oppose Derrida's approach to literature as a territorial drift to
Beckettt as the wandering of the expelled? After all, even the expelled have a territory
--- as Deleuze has shown - but it is a closed territory, a "black hole": "[t]his is what
happenss under conditions of precocious or extremely sudden deterritorialization, and
whenn [...] paths are blocked."111 And Deleuze goes on to quote the characteristic of a
blackk hole:

AA star that has collapsed so far that its radius has fallen below the
criticall point becomes what is called a black hole (an occluded star).
Thiss expression means that nothing sent in the direction of such an
objectt will ever come back.112

Thee property of a black hole so defined is that it gives us nothing (to be perceived,
touchedd etc.). And this is precisely the ambition of Beckett's oeuvre: "all I say cancels
out,, I'll have said nothing."113 The fact that this ambition is impossible to fulfill does
nott change the nature of the project. (On the other hand, Derrida also demonstrates
thatt the quasi-totalizing operation he is tempted to perform is never possible in an
absolutee sense (but rather aporetic). In other words, all he seeks to totalize remains

"Lett me tell you this, when social workers offer you, free, gratis and for nothing, something to hinder you from
swooning,, which with them is an obsession, it is useless to recoil, they will pursue you to the ends of the earth,
thee vomitory in their hands. (...) The liquid overflowed, the mug rocked with a noise of chattering teeth (...) Until,
panic-stricken,, I flung it all far from me." Beckett, Trilogy, 24. Could it be that the hermeneutic activity of a critic,
hiss efforts to extract as much as possible from the text, or add something of his own to the text ("gratis, free and
forr nothing") is represented here by Beckett as a "vomitory," that Molloy rejects? Could Derrida's grafting, the
mostt non-violent approach to literature (just like the activity of a social worker) also be seen as such a vomitory?
1111
Deleuze, A Thousand Plateaus; Capitalism and Schizophrenia, 333-334; Mille plateaux, 411-412.
1122
Deleuze, A Thousand Plateaus; Capitalism and Schizophrenia, 521, n.1 (Deleuze quotes from Roland Omnès,
L'universL'univers etses metamorphoses (Paris: Hermann, 1973), 164).
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ultimatelyy singular, non-totalizable. This again shows a difference of objective, even if
thee net result remains to an extent structurally parallel.)
Havingg established this difference between Derrida and Beckett, a difference
inn the kind of territory created by their work, two steps are possible: since we have
justt discussed the archive-aspect (that is, the economical aspect) of Derrida's notion
off literature, we might pass on to the juridical aspect - which will lead us to the
problematicss of an oeuvre reflecting upon its own event. Or, since we have just
addressedd the work of Beckett as a "black hole," we might follow up this figure that
forr Deleuze stands for subjectivity. {I will return to this issue in Chapter 3.) These two
follow-upss have much in common and, as we will see, become intertwined.

AA Shift in Derrida's Work
Forr each of those steps a detour is necessary: in order to move from the economical
effectss associated by Derrida with literature to both the effects of law and to the
problemss of the speaking subject (testimony), we must take into account a shift in
emphasiss in his work - one I will later address as a move away from anonymity. It is
aa shift from the issues of writing as contrasted to speech, of the effects of language,
too the discussion of literature as the representation of an event, to issues of
testimony,, responsibility and signature. To put this another way: Derrida's interest
movedd from the repetition of an event to the repetition of an event.
Inn early Derrida, where literature is "writing" and an effect of language,
literaturee seems to be more autonomous, in the sense that both the speaking subject
andd the represented event are of secondary importance: literature is directed towards
itself,, towards its own representing capacities. In that period Derrida questions
Heidegger'ss perception of art as world-disclosure, suggesting instead that the only
thingg art discloses to us is the ambiguity of the hymen.114 The event literature
represents,, as in Mallarmé's Mimique, is a non-existent event, internal to the act of
representation,, which means that the real concern is with the event of representation.
Inn this context, Derrida is concerned with showing representation standing apart from
andd precluding the presence of the represented, in accordance with his larger project
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off dismantling the myth of living speech and of the metaphysics of presence
(difference,, spatial and temporal deferral). Literature enhances the effects of
language,, and especially the economy of language that allows for a dissemination of
meaning,, turning every text into an endless structure of referral. This is the case
especiallyy with the early texts on Rousseau, Mallarmé and Artaud {Of Grammatology,

DisseminationDissemination and 'The Theatre of Cruelty" respectively). The relationship betw
speechh and writing is central to those texts. If we take into account Derrida's general
predilectionn for the figure of death, in this period, roughly between the Sixties and the
Seventies,, we can clearly see that death (as synonymous with writing) always takes
overr from life (the "live" voice is shown to be pervaded by death).115 This emphasis is
partiallyy responsible for the interpretations of Derrida's work exemplified by
Habermas:: as an extension of the work of later Heidegger, discarding subjective
responsibilityy in favor of the anonymous occurrence of language.
Inn the later texts by Derrida the issues of speech and writing, and of the figure
off death that accompanies and is coextensive with "writing," decrease in importance.
Literaturee is no longer perceived as merely anonymous writing (hieroglyphics, or
Heidegger'ss Die Sprache sprichf): the emphasis is now on the idiom as a private
sedimentationn of language, i.e., as a signature. As a consequence we see survival/
"hauntology"" instead of death (in this period death is seen as conducive to life),
privatee testimony instead of the play of signifiers, the relation between the author and
hiss signature rather than between speech and writing. The interest in the singular
receivess much more emphasis in the texts published in and after the Eighties. The
laterr work by Derrida, with its interest in the authorial signature and responsibility, is
moree likely to accommodate Beckett's work than was the earlier interest in the
economyy of language that Beckett so explicitly rejected.
Thee already-described shift from literature as an economy of language to
literaturee as a testimony (it must be underlined that the shift is only one in emphasis)
iss basically a move away from anonymity: one can economize anonymously but one
cannott testify anonymously.
Thiss movement away from anonymity has implications for the perception of
languagee in literature: it makes us face the tension between being submerged in
languagee that dictates its laws to us on the one hand (grammar constituting the
1155
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frameworkk of our experience, as Heidegger suggests in the Origin of the Work of Art.
"[CJouldd it be that even the structure of the thing as thus envisaged is a projection of
thee framework of the sentence?""6) and producing one's own incision on language,
one'ss own idiom, on the other. Derrida modifies Heidegger's approach to language
wheree "die Sprache spricht" (where, that is, one does not speak but one "is spoken")
inn that he compares language to "the mother:" all the "situatedness" already takes
placee within and starting from language,117 which does not mean that a personal,
responsiblee inflection of this language, a private signature is impossible.
Itt has often been noticed that Beckett's work emphasizes this Heideggerian
"beingg said" by language: the "novel" How It Is is staged in the form of a quotation,
andd the late prose work Worstward Ho urges: "be said on." Beckett perceives
languagee as sclerotic, demented and eventually dead, like Molloy's mother in the
Trilogy,Trilogy, and his characters say "I am in my mother's room," as if they said "I am in
language,"" i.e., in the Heideggerian "house of Being." It remains to be explored to
whatt extent this work involves also the grafting of the private, what Derrida calls "a
testimoniall message on the epidermis of fiction."118 Which brings us to the question
off the position of the speaking subject in Beckett's work, and thereby to the issues of
self-reflection.. Both the question of the self-constituting law of a literary work and that
off a speaking subject and his testimony are grounded in a larger gesture of selfreflectionn (the mise en abyme). This gesture organizes a literary work with respect to
itselff (it constitutes the work's "law," on the basis of the iteration of its various
elements)) and provides for a link between the subject/author and his work without
representingg this work as the straightforwardly intentional product of the author (i.e.,
withoutt giving in to intentional fallacy).
Untill now I have addressed only a half of what determines Derrida's interest in
thee literary works he comments upon: their ability to archive in a powerful way, to
hyper-totalize.. As I argued before, the other half consists in what we might call
literature'ss relation to its law. This relation is primarily that of critique: it involves
analysis,, formalizing laws and their transformation. Let us now focus on this latter
aspect. .
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TheThe Law of "Before the Law": Derrida's Reading of Kafka

Att stake here is the relation of a work to its own law (this being more than merely the
formm of a work) and to the institution of literature in general: a gesture with a double
function,, by which the work of literature sets up its law, and by which it subverts and
transformss the literary institution (such that the affirmation of the singular law of the
workk is at the same time the subversion of the general law of literature). But can this
gesturee be formalized? Speaking about law requires formal observations (for even
thoughh there can be an infinitely delayed or deferred law, there cannot be a totally
formlesss law) and hence we need something of an order of a structure in order to
accountt for a law's generality -- it is for this reason that Derrida speaks about literary
"formalizing"" ("totalizing by formalizing"119). Yet since "the law" of a literary text, even
thoughh not entirely new, has each time a different configuration, we cannot make any
generall observations about the law of literature. (We can speak about signatures,
titles,, copyright, the fact of being written rather than oral - yet although these things
accompanyy literature, they do not make something literature in the specific sense we
aree addressing here. Whatever may be said about them, these elements, as relevant
ass they are, are only so in virtue of the singular relation they hold to a given work.)
Sincee each text is singular and moreover produces its (singular) law in a singular
way,, we cannot seek any regularity in the way a singular text produces its law. The
minimall observation we can make is that in order that the law applies to the text's
event,, there must be a movement of communication between the text and its law that
moreoverr reflects on the relation between this law and the literary institution in
general.. The only permanent factor here is that there is a relation of the text to its law
(byy which a text affirms itself, makes itself iterable) and thereby a critical relation to
thee literary institution (isn't this what a critic is looking for in a work, each time
anew?). .
Whatt does this communication proper to "a form of literature which bore a
questionn about literature"120 consist in? Derrida calls it a "turning back on the literary
institution:: "[t]hese texts operate a sort of turning back, they are themselves a sort of
turningg back on the literary institution." The return performed in those texts cannot be
1199
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complete,, says Derrida: the texts cannot be only "reflexive, specular or speculative"
orr "suspend reference to something else" 121 . A purely self-referential text would not
onlyy malfunction as an archive (i.e., fail in its hyper-totalizing function), it would, to the
extentt that it approximated to a pure singularity, run the risk of annulling itself.
However,, even though a literary text cannot be only "reflexive, specular or
speculative,"" it must also be such. The latter is for Derrida a prerequisite, a minimal
condition:: it is only in this way that the texts he is reading can effectuate "the thinking
aboutt their own possibility," that, according to Derrida, gives their event the
necessaryy force ("the force of their event"122). It is my contention that Derrida exploits
thee motif of the specular reflection, in various guises (including e.g., the refraction of
sound),, in all of his readings of literature that address the latter's critical and
constitutivee function. This is most prominently the case in The Double Session,
Dissemination,Dissemination, Signsponge, Psyche and Before the Law. For example
DisseminationDissemination we read:

Imaginee Plato's cave (...) Imagine that mirrors would not be in the
worldd but that things "present," on the contrary, would be in them.
Imaginee that mirrors (shadows, reflections, "phantasms," etc.)) would no
longerr be comprehended within the structure of ontology and the myth
off the cave - which also situates the screen and the mirror - but would
ratherr envelop it in its entirety.123

Thiss fragment, speculative in itself (the injunction "imagine..." is already speculative),
demonstratess the extent to which Derrida is willing to exploit the figure of a mirror
image:: if shadows, reflections and phantoms are all "mirrors" (imperfect mirrors) then
thiss game of mirrors that is unlike a philosophical reflection includes both philosophy
andd literature.
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Inn saying this, I am not disregarding Rodolphe Gasché's argument in the Tain
ofof the M/rrorthat represents Derrida's work as a critique of reflexivity, I fully recognize
thee "nonreflexive"124 character of deconstruction, to the extent that reflection is
conceivedd as a tool of the logos that achieves its ultimate fulfillment in the unifying
functionn of the absolute or speculative reflection.125 On the contrary, I am rather
followingg the conclusion of Gasché's argument: namely, that Derrida's thought brings
reflectionn to a crisis precisely because it "takes reflection's exigencies seriously."126
Byy re-inscribing the reflective gesture into what exceeds it {i.e., into "doubling," as
Gaschéé calls it, immediately adding that it could equally well be addressed as
"iterability"127),, Derrida makes it impossible to think the "hyper-totality" thus achieved
ass a rationally conceivable unity - "without engaging in a conceptual monstrosity."128
Thee latter condition is not to be neglected since the philosophical telos of the mirror's
playy is "the actualization of all that is reasonable."129 However, this telos of the
mirror'ss play is stated in philosophical terms. It is possible that the status of literature
withh respect to the claims made by Gasché in The Tain of the Mirror might be a little
different.. This at least is what Derrida seems to suggest in an interview given after
thee publication of that book. Derrida expresses there his doubt as to whether general
textuall effects permit us to address that which is specifically literary, and
consequentlyy as to whether it makes sense to treat literature in terms of
infrastructures,, pointing out that rather than starting with textual effects in order to
addresss literature we should perhaps start with literature in order to address general
textuall effects:

II wonder whether literature is simply an example, one effect or region
amongg others of some general textuality. And I wonder if you can
simplyy apply the classic question to it: what, on the basis of this general
1244
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textuality,, makes the specificity of literature, literariness? I ask this
questionn for two reasons. First of all, it is quite possible that literary
writingg in the modern period is more than one example among others,
ratherr a privileged guiding thread for access to the general structure of
textuality,, to what Gasché calls the infrastructure.130

Iff literature is to be a seen as a "privileged guiding thread for access to the general
structuree of textuality," it is perhaps because literature is not limited, in the way
philosophyy is, by the telos of "actualisation of the unity of all that is reasonable." The
literaryy gesture of "hyper-totalizing" is not affected by the threat of producing a
"conceptuall monstrosity" in the way that philosophical discourse clearly is.
Ass is well known, Derrida's entire project sprung from the difference between
hearingg and seeing (speech and writing): whereas the auto-affective "pure
speculation"" that Derrida deconstructs in Husserl is based on the figure of hearingoneself-speak,, such an effect is more ambiguous with respect to seeing (in Derrida's
words,, "what can look at oneself is not one"), which requires the mediation of a
mirror.. This mediation, even as it carries the Hegelian promise of pure speculation
leadingg to absolute totality, undermines its own effect; it offers not only the promise of
identityy by self-recognition but also the threat of abyssal decay (s'abimer) through the
operationn of a mise en abyme.131 When we take into account that the figure of a
mirrorr reflection stands as much for a unifying movement as for an infinite structure
off deferral (and provided we do not require that it produce a rational unity), it should
bee possible to interpret an entire splitting movement of difference - and the principle
off iterability as mirror-based: starting from Derrida's words that "what can look at itself
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iss not one" (and deriving from it the possibility that nothing is one because everything
iterablee has always already looked at itself). If we keep this in mind, mirroring,
reflectionn and speculation are no longer absolute, unifying, and constitutive of identity
-- to the contrary, they are an ever-deferring principle. The mirror does not confirm
identity,, it divides it: "the reflection, the image, the double, splits what it doubles."132
Butt there is more to it: literature, because it intensifies, doubles and squares
thee effects of language, which is the deferral of presence (language becoming a
representationn of a representation, a citation of a citation...), enhances this threat of
abyssall decay. Whereas Gasché interprets reflexivity and speculation in terms of the
insidee of a mirror reflection (the logos), literature also thrives on the other, illusory
sidee of speculation, beyond the conceptual stability of the mirror surface or of its tain
--- the fading side of infinite regress and decay.
Secondly,, according to Derrida, next to the general textual effects analyzed by
Gasché,, specific to the literary institution would be a "revealing power," located in
"whatt literature does with language," and shared by literature with law ("literature
sharess a certain power and a certain destiny with "jurisdiction"'133). As Derrida has
shownn in his reading of Kafka's "Before the Law," common to law and literature is the
structuree of an infinite regress (of the origin, of presence, of the validation etc.) set
intoo motion by the self-reflexive gesture of the mise en abyme. "This abyss [of
representation,, the representation of representation etc.] is not an accident. (...) An
entiree theory of the structural necessity of the abyss will be gradually constituted in
ourr reading," states Derrida in "That Dangerous Supplement."134 A part of the abyssal
structuree of literature is that its mirror leaves undecidable whether what it reflects is
reall or present - or merely a quasi-event: literature "produc[es] events whose 'reality'
orr duration is never assured."135
Havingg said all this, it must be emphasized again that the figure of two mirrors
facingg each other (abyme and contre-abyme) is not there to produce identities: it is
nott absolute. Despite the connotation of a pure self-reflection accompanying the
figuree of a mirror image, the vicinity of mise en abyme and s'abimer helps Derrida to
emphasizee the imperfection of the mirror image that never fully corresponds to what it
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reflects.. Literature depends on this imperfection.
Derrida'ss reading of Kafka's "Before the Law" is exemplary here for a number
off reasons. More explicitly than any other reading it addresses the issues that
interestt us here: the relation between literature and law and the abyssal structure of
thee law. It is also a reading that shows that a text's "thinking about its own possibility"
iss effectuated through various mirror effects - for example by putting en abyme
thingss that are usually considered external to any work of literature: the author, the
critic,, the reader, the experience of reading, and another work, functioning as a

contre-abymecontre-abyme (we have two mirrors facing each other here!). The text in question
tellss a story of its own condition of possibility by re-inscribing in itself what might be
consideredd its margins. This shows that the mise en abyme is a gesture of infinite
deferrall but also a totalizing gesture (everything can be pulled en abyme) - no less
totalizingg than the Hegelian one, but in a different way (as opposed to the Hegelian,
thiss totalizing does not overcome differences, does not sublate anything).
Derridaa reads Kafka's story about a man waiting at the gate of the law and a
guardiann who denies him entrance as (among other things) a story of the functioning
off the story, a literary text about literature. This is a self-reflexive structure in itself.
Butt more importantly, at the center of this self-reflective story is a gate, a door that is
actuallyy a mirror (both of them symbolize the text). The equivalence of the entrance
andd the mirror is the founding invention of this text and even though not verbalized by
Derridaa (who had incidentally already played with the same thought in Dissemination)
itt certainly did not pass unnoticed by him: rather, it functions as the silently assumed
centerr of his interpretation. It is this equivalence that makes the door, like death,
singularr and universal at the same time (a universal mirror producing singular
reflections-interpretationss dependent on who approaches it). The parable represents
thee literary work as a "text before [which] we the readers appear as before the
law,"1366 a text that "makes the law"137, and that is protected by "guardians (author,
publisher,, critics, academics, archivists, librarians, lawyers, and so on)." The
suppositionn that the guardian and the man from the country are in fact one and the
samee person is based on the assumed equivalence of the gate and the mirror. And
thatt makes the law function as a mirror (in a more general sense, we might compare
itt to the motif of refraction of voice in Heidegger's Sein und Zeit, where the voice of
1366
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consciencee that Dasein hears is in fact its own voice: "In conscience Dasein calls
itself"138). .
AA text has the power "to make the law" Derrida tells us, "on condition that the
textt itself can appear before the law of another... text."139 In order to make the law
thee text must also appear before the law: in order to function as a mirror it must face
aa mirror. In this sense the whole structure of "Before the Law" presupposes the
existencee of its mirror reflection in The Trial. It presents those of us who come before
itt with an infinite series of gates, because it sees itself refracted back from another
text. .
Thee figure of the mise en abyme accounts for the way in which the law of this
textt functions: it represents the vanishing origin of the law, and its structure of
repetition:: on each doorstep the whole situation (two men on both sides of the
doorstepp and the doorstep - the gate of the law which is at the same time the text
andd the mirror) repeats itself. In the end it is not the content of the law that is at stake
(thee man in the story does not gain access to it) but its structure: the structure of
repetitionn in abyss ("From hall to hall there is one doorkeeper after another, each
moree powerful than the last. The third doorkeeper is already so terrible that even I
cannott bear to look at him"140) that produces endless deferral ("endless différance till
death"141).. It is this structure that accounts for Derrida's claim that "the origin of
literaturee at the same time as the origin of the law" is "not an event in the ordinary
sensee of the word" but a "quasi-event" that is "the simulacrum of narration and not
onlyy ... the narration of an imaginary history."142
Preciselyy this structure of a mirror vis a vis another mirror, organizing Kafka's
BeforeBefore the Law (together with its contre-abyme, The Trial), makes it a work that, as
Derridaa would put it, "contains [a] thinking about its own possibility." A mirror is a
receptaclee that can fictively, and provisionally, hold anything. It reflects the other
mirrorr and in doing so it reflects itself again. In reflecting the other mirror {contreabyme)abyme) it is a container of reflection, a reflection that is then reflected again as
contentt (second level) and yet again as a container (third level) - and so on,
endlessly,, producing the effect of the inclusion of the container within itself.
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Furthermore,, since the reflecting surface of the origin itself interferes, the reflection of
thee origin is endlessly deferred: the origin is a mirror that is already doubled, facing
itselfitself and in virtue of this its presence (representation) is endlessly deferred. This
bringss the margins of the image closer to their origin. This gesture of mise en abyme
nott only allows Derrida to problematize the oppositions between set/member,
center/marginn and origin/copy but also, as we will see, in virtue of the power of the
textt to include its own margins, issues of signature, authorship and testimony.
II have bestowed this much attention on the issues of mise en abyme not only
becausee they allowed me to account for the way in which the law its makes
appearancee in Derrida's perception of literature, but also because of their relevance
too the work of Beckett. Even though the motif of the mise en abyme seldom explicitly
appearss in Beckett, it structures a certain aspect of Beckett's work: the fact that he as
ann author keeps projecting himself into his work, that he makes this gesture of selfprojectionn a part of his literary experiment. This interest in the function of the author
providess an excellent occasion for the discussion of the manner in which Derrida
approachess the issue of law in literature. Even though it is difficult to determine with
precisionn the routes of intellectual influence, it nevertheless seems certain that
Beckett'ss interest in the function of the author (an interest that has a lot in common
withh Blanchot's interest), prepares the way for this part of Derrida's reflection on
literature. .

TheThe One Who Signs
Wee have now said that according to Derrida, the privileged access of literature to the
laww consists in its [literature's] being able to set up and challenge its own
"constitutionall law"143 (in Derrida's project, literature has no essence but does have a
constitutionn - that it itself produces and challenges). Now, the primary concern of
constitutionall law is the distribution of sovereign power. But what is the sovereign
powerr of literature? Who is in charge? This question brings us closer to
understandingg Derrida's concern with such "juridical" aspects of literature as
copyright,, signature and testimony, that all have in common their relation to a certain
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/.. In a recent work on Blanchot, "Demeure," Derrida is even quite explicit about it:
whatt he calls "a passion of literature" consists in "the slippage between the three Fs,"
"thesee three instances (author, narrator, character)."144 Without suggesting that those
threee instances are the same (quite the contrary) Derrida speaks about what he calls
ann "identity of compassion" as the way in which sovereign power (and responsibility)
iss distributed in the literary institution. The "constitutional law" of literature places the
sovereignn power in the spectral bond (or what Derrida calls "the haunting"), between
thee three Fs of an author, narrator and character - the bond that produces an infinite
regresss of responsibility - a mise en abyme.
Itt is characteristic of Beckett that throughout his work he is preoccupied with
thee voice that is telling stories, the hand that is writing them, the site of making fictive
personagess and the authority that stages and directs situations. Beckett practices
thiss self-reflexive gesture, while being aware that it is impossible for an author simply
too retain his presence in his work, to remain in controll of a signed oeuvre. As a result,
wee find in his works the unmistakable portrait of an author losing himself in his work,
ann author watching his own decomposition (s'abfmer). This self-reflexive gesture that
iss everything but mimetic can only be made on the condition of drawing implicitly on
thee resources of the mise en abyme.145 (The same consideration applies to the
work'ss witnessing or bringing about its own decomposition - the disintegration of its
singularr law: this characteristically Beckettian gesture is also the consequence of a
mirrorr effect. I have already quoted Derrida's saying "what can look at itself is not
one":: the latter implies that there is a schizoid effect in a mirror reflection, distorting
thee equivalence of one-to-one into one-to-two - rather than producing identities, a
mirrorr decomposes them.)

Beckett'sBeckett's Characters and Deleuze's Law of the Nomad
Beforee we go on with the discussion of the mise en abyme in Beckett, we need to
addresss a caveat: there is a more evident and straightforward way in which the law
manifestss itself in this author's work. To the extent that the mise en abyme in Beckett
1444
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assumess primarily the sense of decomposition (and not as in Kafka, of a hierarchic
structuree of infinite regress), the law makes here its appearance as something that is
wastingg away and disintegrating, giving way to what Deleuze called the "fundamental
indiscipline"" of the nomad146 (the nomos is hence closer to an anarchy than to a
constitution).. Deleuze's discussion of nomos versus polis in A Thousand Plateaus
offerss a view of the law that at times strikingly resembles the perception of the law we
findd in Beckett (with both its poles: the nomadic "law" (nomos) finds itself in tension
withh the chess-like law of its counterpart, the polis in Endgame). We cannot fail to
noticee in Beckett the "fundamental indiscipline" obstructing the law of the polis (i.e.,
thee law "proper"), to which the nomadic represents "stupidity, deformity, madness."147
Norr can we remain indifferent to the debilitating impact the appearance of the nomad
hass on the law of the polis (and vice versa, the nomad being equally baffled by the
latter): :

Andd suddenly I remembered my name, Molloy. My name is Molloy, I
cried,, all of a sudden, now I remember. Nothing compelled me to give
thiss information, but I gave it, hoping to please I suppose. (...) Is it your
mother'ss name? said the sergeant, it must have been a sergeant.
Molloy,, I cried, my name is Molloy. Is that your mother's name? said
thee sergeant. What? I said. Your name is Molloy, said the sergeant.
Yes,, I said, now I remember. And your mother? said the sergeant. I
didn'tt follow. Is your mother's name Molloy too? said the sergeant. I
thoughtt it over. Your mother, said the sergeant, is your mother's - Let
18
148
mee think! I cried.

Thee inefficiency of this exchange paralyzes the law (of the polis), including the
archivess whose function is to support it. For what is to be entered into the archives if
Molloyy can only with difficulty recollect his name and if, when asked for his papers,
cann produce only the bits of newspaper that serve him as toilet paper? Molloy's name
1466
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(ass Henry Sussmann quite rightly observed in one of his lectures) suggests that he
mollifies,, softens, i.e., weakens the law (/o/in French) and he says it himself: "to
applyy the letter of the law to a creature like me is not an easy matter. It can be done
butt reason is against it."149 In Beckett's later work, especially in the so-called Second
TrilogyTrilogy the nomadic character of Beckettian experiment is worked out even further:
evenn as it retains its ambulant character with "on" as its main principle, it is no longer,
ass in Molloy, merely debilitating and disorienting (which is what the nomadic war
machinee must appear when perceived from outside - from the point of view of the
polis)polis) but develops into a problem-oriented strategy.150 (This is especially the case in

WorstwardWorstward Ho, the supreme exercise in "unsaying": "The void. How try say? How try
fail?"151) )
Thee tension between nomos and polis described by Deleuze prompts us in the
directionn of interpreting the law in Beckett as the nomos. It not only seems a better,
moree encompassing figure (and intuitively more persuasive, to anyone acquainted
withh Beckettian tramps), than the one of the mise en abyme, but also seems to be in
conflictt with any self-reflexive structure. This "law" (nomos) is not interested in itself, it
doess not watch itself and it does not want to see itself represented. Unlike the law of
thee state, it has neither representatives nor subjects.152 In this sense this "law"
(nomos)) is not a constitutional law and hence it fails to account for the institutional
aspectt of literature. This makes it inadequate to the purpose of Derrida, even leaving
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Beckett, Trilogy, 24.
The opposition between the anonymous game of Go and the coded game of chess, that Deleuze uses to
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asidee the question of whether literature is, or is not, unlike any other institution153
(puttingg the latter question admittedly makes Derrida's interpretations of literature
somewhatt similar to the modernist project of a quest for the specificity of literature butt then without the hope of finding an essence). Derrida insists that literature "is an
institutionn which consists in transgressing and transforming, thus in producing its own
constitutionall law," (that which produces its own constitutional law is a polis -- the
nomadss having no constitution) and that this cannot take place without a gesture of
self-reflection.. If it is the case that a work of literature cannot be critical of itself and of
thee literary institution without the latter gesture, the figure of the mise en abyme
returnss to us with a force of necessity.

Thee Mise en Abyme as Failure and Decomposition

('<s'abïmer";

Theree can hardly be any doubt that the idea of the mise en abyme of the authorial
voicee organizes the majority of Beckett's work. In the later chapters I will explore this
inn more depth, discussing the narrator of How It Is and the character named BAM in
WhatWhat Where. Also works like The Unnamable or Company focus on solitary
characterss who tell themselves stories "for company" (and we cannot emphasize too
muchh the aspect of companionship in Beckett that is both schizophrenic and mirrorborn:: the companion is a ghost, a product of a mind divided by a mirror), who, in
otherr words, is speaking to his alter ego, created by the mirror. In those works the
speakingg voice preserves and perpetuates itself in and through its stories while at the
samee time experiencing the dispersal of its (sovereign) power in the abyme of a
work.. The Unnamable formulates explicitly what is here at stake: is it possible for me,
thee author, to preserve my voice in my work? "Me, utter me, in the same foul breath
ass my creatures?"154
Thatt a mirror reflection in Beckett does not constitute identity but shatters it
cann be seen in 'That Time," a strongly autobiographical play, in which during a visit to
ann art gallery, the narrator sees his face reflected in the glass surface that protects a
workk of art, a portrait added on a surface of a portrait.
1533
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[...]] there before your eyes when they opened a vast oil black with age
andd dirt someone famous [...] behind the glass where gradually as you
peeredd trying to make out gradually of all things a face appeared had
youu swivel on the slab to see who it was there at your elbow [...] never
thee same after that [...]
[...]] not believing it could be you [...]155

Inn this experience a (schizophrenic) mirror reflection divides identity instead of
confirmingg it - the "me" is next to me: "at my elbow." This crucial experience (the
narratorr notes that he was "never the same after that") of seeing a reflection of
oneselff embedded in a work of art, and in consequence of seeing oneself as
somebodyy else, putting himself en abyme (but also s'abfmei), in somebody else's
work,, and seeing that work as an abyss (the work is shown to contain its margins itss audience - within itself), prepares and announces Beckett's experiments with
puttingg himself, the voice of the author, en abyme in his own work (where mise en
abymeabyme through its kinship to s'abimer means also ruin, decomposition, putrefaction).
Similarly,, in the Calmative, it is not only the narrator who "never wished for
anythingg (...) except for the mirrors to shatter" and who is "too frightened to listen to
myselff rot" [pourrir].156 Those are also confessions of the author who anxiously
witnessess the decomposition of his sovereign "I" in his work. This image prepares the
interchangee of abyme and s'abtmer (based on the similarity of the homonyms abyme
andd abïme [s'abïmer= to decay], which makes mise en abyme mean "ruin" and "selfrepresentation"" at the same time) explored by Derrida in SignspongeS57
Butt the abyme of the work hosts more than the specter of the author. Next to
containingg within themselves the spectral reflection of the author, Beckett's texts can
bee read as attempting to put en abyme their own event as a shadow of the event to
whichh the text testifies. In fact, for Beckett the speaking "I" is a special case of such
ann event: see for example the "black solid rubber ball" given to the dog in Krapp's
LastLast Tape. This ball, symbolizing the event of the death of Krapp's mother, reappears

|Thatt Time," in Beckett, Complete Dramatic Works, 389-391.
'' Beckett, The Complete Short Prose, 61, 63.
'' "[M]ettre (...) I'abïme en abyme." Derrida, Signéponge/Signsponge, 142/143.
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inn The Unnamable, where the narrator describes himself as such a ball, also given to
aa dog ("Sirius in the Great Dog").

II am a big talking ball... I always knew I was round, solid and round ...
II am round and hard.... All the rest I renounce, including this ridiculous
blackk which I thought for a moment worthier than grey to enfold me.158

Beckett'ss texts also reflect on the successful ness of this attempt to put en
abymeabyme their own event ~ for in Beckett's work the event of an oeuvre is at the same
timee an event of intrinsic failure. One particular reflection of a text on its own being
boundd to fail can be found in the hedgehog-fragment of Company.™ This pet animal
off Jena Romanticism160 is a figure that traditionally brings philosophy and literature
together.. It was chosen to represent not merely a new literary genre (fragment) but a
subversivee way of writing beyond genres in which philosophy and literature would
coexist:: a fragment (in which the Kantian Idea of the Good could finally be
presented).. In the fragment 206 ("A fragment, like a small work of art, has to be
entirelyy isolated from the surrounding world and be complete in itself like a
hedgehog."),, Schlegel's hedgehog symbolizes a detached totality of the fragmentary
writing/ 6 '' its struggle for completion, the "literary absolute." The episode in Beckett's
CompanyCompany in which a hedgehog makes its appearance recounts an event out of the
"listener's"" childhood in which, driven perhaps as much by an altruistic impulse as by
thee need for distraction he went to some trouble to keep and protect - a hedgehog. In
thiss episode, the listener-child places the animal in an old hatbox and leaves it there
withh some provisions, only to find its body decomposed to a formless mush on the
secondd visit: "You have never forgotten what you found then. (...) The mush. The
stench."" [In the French version: "Tu n'as jamais oublié ce que tu trouvais alors. (...)
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Cettee bouille. Cette infection."]162 The episode, that appears to be a veridical memory
fromm Beckett's own life (as is another episode described in Company, that of the
divingg lesson), functions in the text as a childhood memory that returns to the listener
byy virtue of its being "unforgettable." However, the equivocal status of this, and of
similarr episodes appearing in Beckett's work - making it often impossible to establish
whetherr at stake is an ironic bringing-up of a weak sentimentality, an allegory or the
representationn of a "real" experience - should not prevent us from interpreting
them.1633 And then again: literature is about "events whose 'reality' or duration is
neverr assured."164
Readd in the tradition of the transcendental poetry of Jena romanticism, the
hedgehogg episode in Beckett becomes an example of literary self-reflection, a writing
thatt reflects upon the conditions of its own possibility. It looks like what a fragment
accordingg to Schlegel is supposed to be: an independent part of the whole that can
bee read in detachment from the rest. At no other place in the text is the hedgehogepisodee alluded to -- in fact, one might wonder why it stands there at all since there
doess not seem to be any internal exigency that would make the inclusion of this
episodee necessary for the sake of the whole. What makes this particular fragment
speciall is that it is not only "like a hedgehog," but that it also contains a hedgehog in
itself,, en abyme. The hedgehog in Company stands not only for the status of the
episodee in which it appears, suggesting that we have to do with a poetic fragment,
butt also for what, at least in Derrida's view, is essential to poetic writing, namely an
eventt that provokes writing. Paul Celan calls it 'the unrepeatable (...) /something that
cann go, ungreeting,"165 the "Zuspruch der Stunde."166 In Derrida's words, written in
responsee to Celan, the event is that which "calls or assigns the poem, provokes it,
convokes,, apostrophizes and addresses it, it and the poet whom the hour claims."167
Inn this case the event arrives in the shape of the hedgehog crossing the path
off the protagonist. And since the episode is written in the second person, the
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hedgehogg can be seen as crossing our path (the mirror is turned towards the reader)
-- and thereby appealing to our capacity to do "good" by keeping and saving it. The
hedgehog-episodee captures the arrival of the event {I'occurrence) as that which
"crossess our way" {croise ton chemiri)™8 and in doing it, at the same time, reflects on
thiss act of capturing: an attempt to keep and save the event that crosses our path
(whichh is invariably done by containing it somehow, and moreover containing it in
somethingg that is "old hat" [-box]) results in failure ("mush," "stench" [in the French
versionn "bouille," "infection"]).
Whatt is at the core of the so described failure? Is it just that in attempting to
capturee an event by naming it we risk the loss of the original force of the event (as
thee English word "mush," a synonym for "weak sentimentality") would suggest? The
"death"" of the hedgehog would reflect then the inevitable loss of the individual by
subsumingg it under a concept. In the decision to "keep" and "contain" the hedgehog
thee animal's fate would be sealed. It is impossible to represent an event, because
anyy attempt to "keep" the event inevitably entails the loss of its original force and
singularity,, a failure due to the insufficiency of language (namely that there are no
properr concepts to designate events).
Anotherr possibility is that the fate of the hedgehog is sealed by the fact that it
iss subsumed under the wrong concept, rather than just by its being subsumed under
aa concept at all, since of the two containers available for housing the hedgehog one
iss intended for keeping inanimate objects (hats) and the other for rabbits. Whereas
thee rabbit-cage is left open so that the animal can "come and go at will," the same is
nott true of the old hatbox inside, so that the freedom given to the hedgehog is merely
apparent.. However, it should not need mentioning that for Beckett there are nothing
butt wrong concepts (compare his words that "there is nothing with which to express"
andd his desire for "unsaying") and thus that we are structurally obliged to use hats
andd rabbits to refer to hedgehogs. The use of the expressions "bouille" and
"infection,"" in the French version seems to complement the latter interpretation by
suggestingg that, independently of the degree of verbal dexterity of the writer who tries
too preserve the "pure" quality of the event in words, the "contamination," and thereby

"Ett te tournant et te retoumant dans la chaleur des draps en attendant le sommeil tu éprouvais encore un petit
chaudd su coeur en pensant è la chance qu'avait eue ce hérisson-la de croiser ton chemin comme il I'avait fait. En
t'occurrencet'occurrence un sentier de terre bordé de buis flétri. Comme tu te tenais la en t'interrogeant sur !a meilleure fagon
dee tuer Ie temps jusqu'a l'heure du coucher il fendit l'une des bordures et fita.it tout droit vers l'autre lorsque tu
entrasentras dans sa vie." Beckett, Compagnie, 39-40, my emphasis.
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thee loss of the singular in the impurity of language, which is tainted by all kinds of
inter-contextuall interventions, is inevitable.
Thee question that arises now is whether the intrinsic failure of the effort to
containn the event is the reason to give up the attempt itself. Such a possibility is
voicedd in the text: the character experiences a "great uneasiness" at the "suspicion
thatt all was perhaps not as it should be. That rather than do as you did you had
perhapss better let good alone and the hedgehog pursue its way." To "let (...) the
hedgehogg pursue its way" without trying to keep it, is equivalent here to not
respondingg to an event, in the words of Celan quoted above allowing "the
unrepeatablee (...) to go, ungreeting." On the one side we have the possibility of
renouncingg the temptation to keep the event, on the other side the possibility of
givingg in to it, which entails, in Beckett's words, that we will "fail again. Fail better."
Thatt the resolution to "keep" the event is here presented as the consequence
off an ethical consideration, one that would be opposed to "letting good alone,"
concurss with Beckett's overall view that there is something like the "obligation to
express,"" and thus that for a writer the decision to write is an ethical decision. In the
hedgehog-episodee this "ethical decision" is already in itself flawed, certainly in the
Kantiann sense: it is taken for all the wrong reasons ("pour tuer le temps d'une lenteur
mortelle"" and perhaps also in view of a reward in the shape of "la petite flamme
alluméee par cette bonne action," "un petit chaud au cceur."). Insofar as the
hedgehog-fragmentt might be interpreted as an aesthetic idea presenting symbolically
thee morally good, in Beckett the link between the two is shown always to be flawed:
"youu had perhaps better left good alone and the hedgehog pursue its way."169 While
thiss exemplifies the essential failure of writing, it does not relieve one of the
"obligationn to express."
Inn this chapter I have suggested that it is possible to isolate a "working
concept"" of what constitutes for Derrida the event of a singular literary work, one that
iss capable of questioning the limits of our language. I hope to have shown that
Derridaa sees such a work as economico-juridical in character. The work gathers a
multiplicityy of items: dates, events, etc. It does so economically, in a double sense: it
economizess on space by condensing the gathered items in a minimal space, and it

Beckett,, "Company," 21. Compagnie, 38-39.
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doess so by appealing to all networks of significations (existing ones and those only
ass yet to come) -- i.e., by "recycling" intentionally or not, our cultural heritage in the
broadestt sense of the word. By allowing the gathered items to appear as echoing
eachh other the literary work permits them to arrange themselves into series of
iterations.. These series form the law of the literary work, in the sense that they
determinee its force (since the force of the law stems from the necessary possibility of
itss being repeated or co-signed). And so in Kafka's parable that Derrida reads as
stagingg the working of (among other things) the law that determines the question of
thee "literariness" of a text, the Law before which the countryman comes consists in a
seriess of iterations: "from hall to hall" and "guardian after guardian."170 The law itself,
concludess Derrida, is "nothing other than that which dictates the delay."171 It is
throughh such self-reflective series of iterations that the author's signature inserts itself
intoo the work. From then on, it is both, and undecidably, a "receptacle" assuming
responsibilityy for the (hyper-)totality of textual effects produced by the work, as well
ass just one of the infinity of the gatherable singular items. It attempts to embrace the
textuall event of the work as a whole but it is at the same time itself embraced, put enabyme,abyme, by the latter.
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